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About This Game

Mausoleum of the Medusa is a love song to brutal, old-school arena combat. Perseus and Medusa are trapped in a
deathmatch--but the gods raise them from the dead! Put on a good show to break the cycle and be rewarded!

Old-School Depth meets Modern Design

Slay Medusa with faster light strikes or slower power attacks! The clock is ticking!

Charge your sword to illuminate the dark--but at the cost of mobility!

Respawn via a seamless in-game mechanic--never break your pace!

Discover your playstyle and learn how to defeat Medusa in First Blood mode

Compete for the top spot on Steam's leaderboard in Arcade Mode

Other Features

Free! (not freemium)
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Runs on Windows, OSX, and Linux

All-original pixel art, music, and sound design

Medusa is a passion project by two guys in love with Dark Souls, the original Legend of Zelda, pixel art, and Clash of the
Titans!
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Title: Mausoleum of the Medusa
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
New Hell Studios
Publisher:
New Hell Studios
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016
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mausoleum of the medusa

Just don't.. SHAKE IT IF YOU WANNA MAKE IT.. Its not the best Horror game i played, but for the price its ok, you run
around in this space station and need to collect different colored key cards to try and escape.
But theres a murderous monster around, so becareful :)

https:\/\/youtu.be\/SN8kZrWjyWQ. The game is very frustrating, but fun. The commentary is cute, too.
Somone posted about how realistic the gam play was. Let me assure you, it is NOT! This is NOT a golf game.
It is a pixelated-retro-frustrating-instulting gem.
Play it, but be preapred to yell at it, too.. Today we blur the lines between tragedy and comedy.
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finished getting three stars on all challenges. Fun tower defense game! Standard entry into the genre with a fantasy flair, but a
very solid entry, especially for the price. The Gameboy-Zelda graphics attracted me to this game, but it's actually really fun too!
The game is basically air-hockey with much deeper mechanics - stages transform, you can collect and use power up items, and
each player has different moves for hitting the ball.

It's in Early Access, so there's not a lot of content yet, but what's there works well and it looks like a lot more stuff is coming
soon, so I'm looking forward to it. There's already a lot of variety in the different playable characters, balls, and stages - they all
change the style of gameplay a lot, and things can get pretty frantic.

Overall this is a fun game to play with a friend on the couch, and I hope over time it becomes something amazing.
(looking forward to the upcoming 4-player mode!). 112 hours counting...
have yet to receive a trade offer that makes ANY sense for my team..... DLC is still not available in English...I understand there
may be delays, however the DLC should not be sold until it is ready.. Decent game for 10 cents. This is the same company that
made Desert Ride Coaster this a great roller coaster experience.. Relaxing and addictive. Dangerous combination.
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